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Abstract 
The objective of this study is to develop a new stress analysis method for a steel plate with multi-layered 
CFRPs under uniaxial loading. In the method, strains in each layer are considered to be state variables in 
the first order simultaneous differential equations deriving from force equilibriums in infinitesimal 
regions. A general solution for strain is numerically calculated from eigenvalue analysis for a system 
matrix making from the differential equations. Unknown coefficients in the general solution are 
determined from continuous and boundary conditions for strains in each layer. In order to verify the 
validity of the proposed method, comparisons with analytical solutions, laboratory experiment and finite 
element analysis were carried out. As a result, it was confirmed that the proposed method included 
conventional analytical solutions, and made possible to analyze stress distributions of a steel plate with 
multilayered CFRPs. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Application of CFRP (Carbon Fiber Reinforced Polymer) to steel structures has been studied actively 
for rational repair and reinforcement (Ex. Sugiura et al. 2009 and Matsumura et al. 2004). Herein, 
debonding of CFRP is a problem despite a steel member in elastic. For a countermeasure of the problem, 
the method setting steps at the edges of CFRPs has been proposed in order to increase the maximum load 
at debonding (Sugiura et al. 2008a and 2008b). 
For the purpose of clarifying the condition maximizing debonding load, a steel plate layered by two 
CFRPs with a step under uniaxial loading was theoretically analyzed (Ishikawa et al. 2009). In the study, 
the forth order differential equation on stress of the plate was derived. However, a steel plate multilayered 
by more than two CFRPs has never been theoretically analyzed. Since the order of differential equation 
on stress of the plate multilayered by n CFRPs becomes 2n, the equation becomes complicated as the 
number of CFRPs increases. 
Usually, finite element analysis (FEA) is carried out for stress analysis on a steel plate multilayered by 
CFRPs (Sugiura et al. 2008a). However, since the thickness of adhesive layers between CFRPs is so thin, 
very fine meshing is required in order to obtain accurate solution. Moreover, a theoretical model has been 
proposed for a RC beam multilayered by CFRPs in order to understand its bending behavior (Al-Amery 
et al. 2006). Herein, when n CFRPs are layered, the second to forth order differential equations on 
displacement whose number is n +2 are derived. Then, finite differential analysis (FDA) is conducted. 
Again, very fine meshing is required for stabilized numerical calculation. 
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Figure 2: Quarter model of focused object 
As mentioned above, in a stress analysis for a steel plate multilayered by more than two CFRPs, there 
is no analytical solution and the cost of numerical calculation is large although structure itself is very 
simple. The objective of this study is to develop a new stress analysis method for a steel plate with multi-
layered CFRPs under uniaxial loading. In the method, strains in each layer are considered to be state 
variables in the first order simultaneous differential equations deriving from force equilibriums in 
infinitesimal regions. A general solution for strain is numerically calculated from eigenvalue analysis for 
a system matrix making from the differential equations. Unknown coefficients in the general solution are 
determined from continuous and boundary conditions for strains in each layer. 
Application scope of the proposed method is limited in simple structures such as a steel plate 
multilayered CFRPs under uniaxial loading. However, comparing with FEA or FDA, the proposed 
method significantly reduces the modeling effort and affords analytical solutions by numerical calculation 
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because of adopting semi-analytical method. In order to verify the validity of the proposed method, it is 
compared with analytical solutions, laboratory experiment and finite element analysis. 
2. FORMULATION 
Focused object in this study is shown in Figure 1. This is a steel plate multilayered by n CFRPs under 
uniaxial loading. Figure 2 shows a quarter model of the focused object. Li, ts, tci, hi, ısn, bc, bci (i = 1,…, n) 
are half-length of the i th CFRP layer, thickness of the steel plate, thickness of the i th CFRP layer, 
thickness of the i th adhesive layer, external stress applied to the steel plate, width of the steel plate and 
the i th CFRP layer respectively. 
It is assumed that adhesive layers transmit only shear forces between CFRPs and the steel plate and 
CFRPs transmit only axial stresses. Force equilibriums in an infinitesimal region are considered. Since 
continuous conditions between regions are imposed on strains, the following equations are expressed in 
the form of vector and matrix recursively. 
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İs, İci, Ȗi are axial strain in the steel plate, axial strain in the i th CFRP layer (İc0 = İs) and shear strain in 
the i th adhesive layer. Es, Eci, Gei are Young’s modulus of the steel plate, Young’s modulus of the i th 
CFRP layer (Ec0 = Es) and elastic shear modulus of the i th CFRP layer.  
Since equation (1) is the first order simultaneous differential equations, its solution is 
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Ci in equation (5) is unknown coefficient vector given by boundary and continuous conditions of 
strains. Ȝij, vij (i = 1,…, n, j = 1,…, i ) are eigenvalue and eigenvector of Ai. These are calculated 
numerically in this study. 
3. VALIDATION OF PROPOSED METHOD BY ANALYTICAL SOLUTION 
Proposed method is applied to problems existing analytical solutions shown in Figure 3, which has one 
or two CFRP layers in order to check the validity of the proposed method. Material properties are in 
Table 1 based on (Sugiura et al. 2008a). All widths of the plate and CFRPs are same. Firstly, a steel plate 
with one CFRP layer is treated. In this case, Analytical solution is given by (Okura et al. 2001). 
Comparisons between analytical solution and proposed method are shown in Figure 4. Horizontal axes in 
the figures are the distance from the center of the plate. Both results are the same. 
Next, proposed method is applied to a steel plate with two CFRP layers which have 25mm steps at the 
edges as shown in Figure 3. Analytical solution is given by (Ishikawa et al. 2008). Also, material 
properties are in Table 1. Comparisons are shown in Figure 5. Both results show identical agreement. 
4. VALIDATION OF PROPOSED METHOD by LABORATOERY EXPERIMENT 
Previous section reveals that proposed method includes existing analytical solutions. However, there 
are no analytical solutions for a steel plate layered by more than two CFRPs. Therefore, laboratory 
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experiment is carried out. Uniaxial tensile test was conducted for steel plates with CFRPs on both sides as 
shown in Figure 6 using a universal testing machine. In Figure 6, “…” means that strain gauges are 
attached at regular intervals. Experimental cases are shown in Table 2. Young’s modulus of steel (SM570) 
and CFRP (HM900) are 1.90 × 105MPa and 7.10 × 105MPa. Yield stress of steel is 537MPa. Elastic shear 
modulus and thickness of adhesive are 700MPa and 0.2mm respectively. Young’s modulus and yield 
stress of the steel are obtained from material test. Properties of the adhesive are representative values 
based on (Sugiura et al. 2008a). 
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Figure 3: Problem existing analytical solutions 
Table 1: Material properties 
Es N/mm2 2.00㽢105
Ec1, Ec2 N/mm2 1.11㽢105
Ge1, Ge2 N/mm2 7.00㽢102
ts mm 9
tc1, tc2 mm 0.8
h1, h2 mm 0.2
bs mm 60
bc1, bc2 mm 60
L2 mm 250
ısn N/mm2 55.56  
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Figure 4: Comparison for steel plate with one CFRP layer 
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Figure 5: Comparison for steel plate with two CFRP layers 
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Figure 6: Test pieces 
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Table 2: Experimental cases 
Case
The number of CFRP
 layers on one side
Thickness of
steel plate
Width of
steel plate
Width of
CFRP
Thickness of
CFRP
Half length of outermost
 CFRP layer
Length of
 step
E-2 2
E-3 3
E-4 4
E-5 5
A-10 10 9mm
C-10 10 16mm
D-4 4 175mm
D-10 10 300mm
250mm 0mm
60mm
50mm 300mm
25mm
9mm
0.429mm
0.429mm
25mm
9mm 60mm 50mm
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Figure 7: Comparison between experiment and proposed method 
Examples of comparison results between experiment and the proposed method are shown in Figure 7. 
Horizontal axes in the figures are the distance from the center of the plate. Herein, external force is 
100kN as a representative value; the value of stress is 104.2MPa for C-10 and 185.2MPa for others. In the 
figures, Ɣ, Ƒ, × reveal experimental results at the lateral side of the steel plate, experimental results at the 
surface of the CFRPs and evaluated points by the proposed method. These figures show good agreement 
between both results.  
Hence, it is possible to be said that the proposed method can be applied to stress analysis for a steel 
plate layered by more than two CFRPs. However, it is impossible to compare the proposed method with 
experiment regarding to shear stresses in adhesives since experimental results are obtained only on 
measurement points. Therefore, the proposed method is compared to FEA in the next section. 
5. VALIDATION OF PROPOSED METHOD BY FEA 
Focused case is A-10 in Table 2. Finite element model is quarter model considering symmetry using 
plane stress element with eight nodes in DIANA 9.3. The number of divisions in thickness directions is 
10 for the steel plate, adhesives and CFRPs. The number of divisions in length directions is 8 for stepped 
parts of CFRPs and 44 for the steel plate from the center to 275mm. The number of nodes and elements is 
57,445 and 18,920 respectively. Applied external force to the tip of the steel plate is 100kN (185.2MPa). 
Figure 8 shows comparisons between the proposed method and FEA with regard to axial and shear 
stresses. Evaluation positions of axial stress in FEA are the neutral axes of the steel plate and each CFRP. 
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Shear stresses in adhesives are calculated from relative displacements between the top and bottom 
surfaces.  
Axial stresses show good agreements in both results. Although shear stresses calculated from FEA in 
each adhesive are slightly smaller than those by the proposed method, errors are about 2%. Therefore, it is 
found that the proposed method gives the same accurate solution as FEA. Furthermore, the proposed 
method reduces the modeling effort in FEA drastically. 
6. CONCLUSIONS 
In this study, a new stress analysis method for a steel plate with multi-layered CFRPs under uniaxial 
loading is proposed. In order to verify its validity, comparisons with analytical solutions, laboratory 
experiment and finite element analysis were carried out. As a result, it was confirmed that the proposed 
method included existing analytical solutions and gave the same accurate solution as FEA. Therefore, it is 
can be said that the proposed method makes possible to analyze a steel plate layered by more than two 
CFRPs without analytical solutions in addition to the reduction of modeling effort in conventional 
numerical method such as FEA. 
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Figure 8: Comparison between FEA and proposed method 
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